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T1V Product Release Notes: June 8, 2023

T1V App 5.3

ThinkHub Cloud for Video Walls
We’ve improved the experience between ThinkHub Cloud and ThinkHub Room, specifically for large,
multipanel walls. Now, the experience is better synced between ThinkHub Cloud to Room, where
participants are all seeing the same content / area of the Canvas at the same time.

ThinkHub Text
New to ThinkHub Cloud - enjoy freestanding text fields that can be placed anywhere on the Canvas. This
is an alternative to the built-in Note app, and is designed as a quick tool to create a header for ThinkHub
Groups or sections of the Canvas. You can resize and duplicate any text on the Canvas, and enjoy a full
formatting toolset to edit font color and background color.

Enterprise Authentication
T1V app now gives enterprise administrators a single place to manage its users. Once an email domain is
configured with T1V, your organization can register with T1V using SSO (single sign on) via your Identity
Provider (MS O365, Google Workspace, Okta, etc…).

Personalized Integrations
New to T1V app, you can now personalize your app integrations. You can hide our standard app
integrations (Google Drive, MS O365, or YouTube) or you can add your own integrations. Simply jump
into your App settings and paste the URL of the web-based tool you would like to access. This could be a
specific folder in your Google Drive for quick access to logos, frequently used images, videos, copy, and
more; content applications like Box, Dropbox, or Canva; or data tools like Tableau, SmartSheets, and
Microsoft Power BI.

ThinkHub 5.3
Version: 8.02

Bug Fixes

UI Improvements

➔ (SOF-5231, SOF-5257) Fix highlighted borders inside the Note window or app labels when
placed in edit mode

➔ (SOF-5232) Removed drop shadows from text fields

Groups

➔ (SOF-5157) Fix to prevent video conferencing app that is sent to a group from becoming hidden
when opened on top of the group with hidden content
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PDFs

➔ (SOF-5241) Corrected PDF annotations that were done on a portrait-oriented page of a mixed
page PDF that were blurry when the session is saved and reopened, or MultiSite is joined after
PDF annotations were done
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